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1 40.0 This is true not only of those who may not understand

the science behind each breakthrough, but of scientists — a

fact alluded to by the physicist Max Planck: "a new scientific

truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making

them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually

die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it. [

15-3]

2 39.5 Even though philosophy is a communal enterprise

dedicated to exploring our justification for using the criteria we

use to distinguish between, for example, moral and immoral

actions, truth and falsity, reality and appearance, and more,

philosophical discourse proceeds by argumentation. [  11-6]
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use to distinguish between, for example, moral and immoral

actions, truth and falsity, reality and appearance, and more,

philosophical discourse proceeds by argumentation. [  11-6]

4 37.8 In order to determine whether that is an adequate

criterion, other philosophers would critically discuss that

proposal, and one might criticize it by pointing out that we

have no means of telling whether or not an idea corresponds to

reality because our access to reality is always mediated by our

ideas. [  11-6]

5 37.8 In order to determine whether that is an adequate

criterion, other philosophers would critically discuss that

proposal, and one might criticize it by pointing out that we

have no means of telling whether or not an idea corresponds to

reality because our access to reality is always mediated by our

ideas. [  11-6]

6 36.1 Robert Putnam, a Harvard political scientist, Cass

Sunstein, a respected legal scholar and a former senior official

in the Obama administration, and Eli Pariser, the director of

MoveOn.Org, are among those who warn that cable and web-

based media are creating and reinforcing a series of identity

ghettos. [  11-7]



7 35.7 The division of the world into rich and poor paralleled

the division of the world into coffee drinkers, overwhelmingly

concentrated in the industrialized global north, and coffee

workers, even more concentrated in the predominantly

agricultural and perpetually "developing" global south. [  11-2]

8 35.1 In the past penalties for pollution were often hard to

enforce and were relatively light; consequently, organisations

motivated by profit would be tempted to 'push the envelope'

and try to get away with sometimes getting caught and paying

limited damages. [  20-3]

9 33.6 In Kant's system, reason tells us that we follow the moral

law, but acting from the moral law begins with respect for the

law, which is constituted by respect for persons, which is a

natural consequence of recognizing the dignity of each person

as a law-governed agent. [  19-1]

10 33.0 One recent study, for instance, shows that a day care

center that encourages caregivers and parents to walk in and

wait for their children, often inside the classroom and generally

at the same time, fosters more social connections and

supportive relationships than one where managers allow

parents to come in on their own schedules and hurry through

drop-off and pickup so they can quickly return to their private

lives. [  11-8]

11 31.3 As for medieval thinkers, it was taken as an

unquestionable fact that the heavens were perfect, and

therefore all motion in heaven had to display perfection, and

thus be circular; there was no scope for irregularities within the

heavenly spheres. [  12-8]

12 30.8 As scientific knowledge has substantially expanded,

our approach to knowledge may have changed: the earlier

naive beliefs in undeniable truths have given way to the

contextualization of knowledge, dramatically expressed as the

end of grand narratives. [  12-1]



13 30.7 Mediated and representational existence contributes to

the perceived flatness of reality by creating a numbness in the

soul, which makes it difficult to perceive the differences of

quality and gravitas between experiences. [  15-4]

14 30.0 Voting is believed to deliver representatives who are

anchored somewhat to the wishes of their electorate, and as

such voting is seen as a vital input in discovering the material

interests of the voting population. [  12-6]

15 29.9 If you suspect that your child may have sensitivities or

may be underreactive to various smells, try putting different

foods or fragrances near his nose and see if he recoils or

frowns with annoyance or fails to show any reaction at all. [

12-3]

16 29.7 However, increased engine efficiency can have

paradoxical results as far as global warming is concerned:

More efficient engines produce exhaust with higher relative

humidity, which can increase vapor trail formation. [  20-2]

17 29.3 Yet most transformative biomedical advances have

met with significant resistance, from vaccines to organ

transplants and in vitro fertilization, and today the same holds

true for stem-cell research. [  15-3]

18 29.1 The layered lattice arrangement of graphite carbon

atoms means that it shears easily, whereas the highly

interconnected arrangement of diamond carbon atoms means

that it is as hard as — well, diamonds, of course. [  14-6]

19 28.3 And that's exactly how a philosophical discussion

develops, with all the parties to it advocating their own point of

view (although they can jump ship and switch to the other side)

at the same time that they are committed to jointly figuring out

the correct answer to the question. [  11-6]

20 27.4 Historically, the initial response to agricultural

"development" has been a dramatic reduction in rural

populations through migrations to cities, a process that poses

huge risks of social unrest in countries like China. [  13-7]



21 27.0 "Most of us are alive today only because we have

benefited from the innumerous advances in public health and

medicine over the last century, from vaccines and antibiotics to

modern surgical techniques and cancer therapies. [  15-3]

22 26.9 "More recent fieldwork by female anthropologists

working with aboriginal women challenged the picture by

showing that these women have a very active secret ritual life

and exercise considerable autonomy in domestic affairs. [  19-3]

23 26.8 Science was associated with 'certainty, coldness,

aloofness, objectivity, distance, and necessity', but research

was, in contrast, 'uncertain; open-ended; immersed in many

lowly problems of money, instruments, and know-how'. [  12-1]

24 26.4 The allocation is, however, simplified and confined to

a single period of time with the underlying presumption that

the production of an additional unit of a commodity today does

not prevent producing one tomorrow. [  11-3]

25 26.2 Perhaps they tried to disguise the metallic taste with

strong herbs and spices, or perhaps their sense of taste was so

poor due to lead poisoning that the only way that they could

taste anything was to make it incredibly highly flavoured. [

14-8]

26 26.2 In the last 150 years, coffee has become an

exceptionally valuable commodity — exports are now worth

over $25 billion a year, and retail sales many times more —

that is a virtual monopoly of the world's poorest nations. [  11-2]

27 25.7 This is evident in the changing approaches towards

expert knowledge, from full trust in the skills of the expert to a

reserved trust, which places a higher burden of judgement on

the individuals and the society. [  12-1]



28 25.7 On a visit one evening to Nathaniel Hawthorne and his

wife, Herman Melville, Moby-Dick author, told them a story of

a fight he had witnessed on an island in the South Seas, in

which one of the Polynesian warriors had wreaked havoc

among his foes with a heavy club. [  18-2]

29 25.5 The logic of modern technology drives addiction to

digital distraction such that our immediate concerns are often

ignored for the sake of minor matters that are magnified in

importance. [  15-4]

30 25.3 Because much of our hard infrastructure — highways,

airports, food supply chains, and the like — is designed to

promote better circulation of people or vital resources, it can

accelerate the trend of social atomization. [  11-8]

31 25.1 If we are able to step back from what we believe for a

moment and see culture for what it really is, we will recognize

that what we all believe is in large part the product of our

social life; therefore, those who disagree with our basic beliefs

are neither fools nor free actors. [  12-7]

32 24.9 Political activists, hockey fans, and followers of every

imaginable show, game, music video, or celebrity all gravitate

not to great public spaces, but to the limited and protected

confines of their own groups. [  11-7]

33 24.9 But Dr. James Johnson, editor of the Medico-

Chirurgical Review, cautioned the press in a letter to The

Times: "It will hardly be doubted that the terrible malady

choleraphobia rages at this moment, epidemically, through

every spot of the British Isles. [  11-12]



34 24.2 The early modern readers of travel accounts were

likely to be interested in the descriptions of far-off peoples and

places, but travel literature has also historically served to

promote "national, religious, and cultural identities. [  12-2]

35 23.9 Investigators deduced that the mangoes destined for

the US had probably absorbed the microbe as a result of a hot

water treatment used to fight off fruit flies. [  13-6]

36 23.8 The luck side of the continuum is similar to the tedious

work of panning for gold in the American River in California;

you have to do a lot of sifting if you want to find the nuggets of

gold. [  15-2]

37 23.5 This belief caused terrible problems when it came to

observing the orbits of the planets and their retrograde motion

— somehow what was observed had to be resolved in terms of

perfect circles. [  12-8]

38 23.1 But investigators discovered that dipping the mangoes

in hot water, then submerging them in cool water before

packing initiated a process in which gases inside the fruit

contracted, drawing in contaminated water. [  13-6]

39 23.0 While you may think of your brain as a product of

your genes and mostly unchanging, growing until you reach a

certain age and then unaffected by your lifestyle and

environment, the reality is that your brain is always in a state of

change. [  14-1]

40 23.0 A paradox of human culture is that many of the

technological and biomedical breakthroughs that

revolutionized how and how long we live have been strongly

opposed at their inception. [  15-3]

41 22.9 With the "sensible" shake, ghrelin levels stayed

relatively flat or rose only slightly in anticipation, and they did

not fall steeply afterward, indicating that the drink was not

satisfying. [  14-3]



42 22.9 Coffee is not just one of the most important

commodities in the history of global capitalism, as is

commonly claimed — it is one of the most important

commodities in the history of global inequality. [  11-2]

43 22.8 Neither of these things can be assumed, and where

habitats become too fragmented, a suitable pathway for

organisms to move to other areas becomes less of a realistic

possibility. [  15-1]

44 22.5 Levels of ghrelin, a hormone that stimulates appetite,

rose steeply in anticipation of drinking the "indulgent" shake

and then fell sharply afterward, indicating that the drink was

satisfying. [  14-3]

45 22.5 Among the greatest defenders of reason in

philosophical thought were Anselm and Aquinas, who

believed that since God created the universe through the

Logos, the divine wisdom, the universe must be supremely

rational. [  11-11]

46 22.3 Voting is therefore something that governments

generally wish to encourage, and policymakers may be asked

to recommend interventions that would increase voter turnout.
[  12-6]

47 22.3 Stories describing Dutchmen persevering in the face of

tremendous difficulties, gave the Dutch something similar to a

heroic epic that formed the essence of what it meant to be

Dutch in the seventeenth century. [  12-2]

48 22.2 Urbanization increases the demand for surplus food

production from the countryside and, consequently, the

pressure on rural areas to produce more. [  13-7]

49 22.2 The ancient-to-modern transition would tend to reduce

the significance of a class of important features of ancient

forager lifeways, ones that make cooperation more important.
[  11-10]



50 22.1 The curious thing was that Sefidabeh is exceedingly

remote: one of the few stops on a long trade route to the Indian

Ocean, it's the only settlement for 100 kilometres in any

direction. [  13-8]

51 21.9 the heavenly spheres are the realm of perfection;

perfect and eternal motion is circular) and then deduced what

observations ought to follow. [  12-8]

52 21.9 Educated Greeks absorbed religion not only through

cultic worship but also through the Homeric epic poems and

later in the tragedies of such playwrights as Aeschylus and

Sophocles. [  19-2]

53 21.9 "Simon Schama has suggested that the struggle to

control the sea was an important aspect of the emerging Dutch

identity; an identity won through transformative ordeals. [  12-

2]

54 21.8 Their argument is a variant of the old "selective

exposure" thesis: we choose to be exposed only to media that

reinforce the views that we already have. [  11-7]

55 21.8 The settlement had grown here because this continual

tectonic up-thrusting maintained springs at the base of the

ridge — the only water source for miles around. [  13-8]

56 21.8 In hindsight, the only sign was an unremarkable,

gently-folded ridge running alongside the town, which had

slowly been built up over hundreds of thousand years of

earthquake movements. [  13-8]

57 21.7 Imagine if your closet could clean itself out, disposing

of any clothes you haven't worn in a while and automatically

refilling itself with new clothes based on your changing

preferences and desires. [  14-1]



58 21.5 The seemingly sharp gender divisions in the activity

spheres of aboriginal society made it difficult for

anthropologists to obtain a balanced picture. [  19-3]

59 21.4 It is a demand that English political philosopher

Thomas Hobbes would have understood — that the force of

the law should apply to all equally — but which an

increasingly technocratic governing class often can't. [  13-5]

60 21.3 To a thoughtful person, Greek religion left many

questions about the nature of the gods and their relation to the

world unanswered, and this perhaps contributed to the growth

of philosophical reflection as well. [  19-2]

61 21.2 The gods are presented as immortal and noble, to be

worshiped and honored, but they are also described as

engaging in behavior that seems far from honorable. [  19-2]

62 21.2 The fault was so deep that it had created no obvious

signs of its existence on the surface, such as a tell-tale scarp,

and so hadn't been previously identified by geologists. [  13-8]

63 20.6 Science presses hard on these questions, closing in as

far as it may, but ultimately questions about why things are as

they are, as opposed to what they are, lead us into the realms of

philosophy and religion. [  11-4]

64 20.4 In an ideal world environmental managers educate and

motivate potential polluters to seek genuinely to avoid

polluting. [  20-3]

65 20.4 Following the 2010 British Petroleum (BP) oil spill in

the Gulf of Mexico, BP set about compensating local

fishermen with out-of-court settlements totaling several billion

dollars. [  13-5]



66 20.2 Cholera, a horrific disease acquired by drinking water

contaminated with infected fecal matter, was more than a

symbol of an interconnected globe. [  11-12]

67 20.2 At first glance, this might not seem sensible, and, for

some people, it can be discouraging, but upward social

comparison can also create optimism about improving our own

performance. [  13-1]

68 20.1 Their concern is that as people congregate in their own

comfortable media enclaves, the opportunity to meet and

exchange ideas with those who have different views is

vanishing. [  11-7]

69 20.0 In addition, we must realize that environmental and

ecological changes are normal; the world is in permanent flux

and few of our present major ecosystems are more than twelve

thousand years old. [  20-4]

70 20.0 If finding skill is like finding gold, the skill side of the

continuum is like walking into Fort Knox, where the U.S. gold

reserves are housed: the gold is right there for you to see. [  15-

2]

71 19.9 The more people assume that human traits are fixed

dispositions, the stronger are their stereotypes and the greater

their acceptance of racial inequities. [  11-5]

72 19.9 Some children with hypersensitivities to smells can't

handle food if it is too pungent, while others may need stronger

odors and tastes to help them tolerate certain food groups. [

12-3]

73 19.9 People have a false sense of security on the highway

because they consider themselves above-average drivers and

expect their skill to protect them, even though many accidents

are caused by factors beyond their control. [  12-5]



74 19.9 It makes sense that predators like eagles and bears

eagerly await the return of the salmon each year, but the fish

are just as important as a source of nutrition for the forests of

the region. [  20-1]

75 19.9 Also remember that properly presented

food/photographs show that the cook/photographer has thought

about every stage of the dining/visual experience, and set the

psychological stage for the diner's/viewer's response. [  11-9]

76 19.8 Newton formulated the laws of nature in the belief that

the wise author of nature must have ordered the cosmos in

accordance with rational and comprehensible principles. [  11-

11]

77 19.7 But as you move toward the luck side on the skill-luck

continuum, you need an ever-larger sample to understand the

contributions of skill (the causal factors) and luck. [  15-2]

78 19.5 Many herbs and spices contain antibacterial chemicals,

and so their inclusion at high concentrations in Roman food

probably reduced pathogen levels. [  14-8]

79 19.4 Reflecting on the extremely rare occasions in which

we fundamentally reframe our understanding of the universe

causes us to think carefully about the limits on the role of

science. [  11-4]

80 19.3 Years later, when you are forty years old and find

yourself telling your daughter about the scaly quality of a

cedar, the sounds and sights from that old field trip are what

come into your mind — and you bring them up to show your

daughter. [  13-3]

81 19.3 The contamination pathway in the first known case of

an outbreak associated with imported mangoes is particularly

paradoxical. [  13-6]



82 19.2 Both materials are made of carbon atoms but it is the

way these individual atoms are connected that determines why

one material is soft and dark and the other is hard and clear. [

14-6]

83 19.1 One such design, the SAX-40, was unveiled by the

Silent Aircraft Initiative of Cambridge University in the UK

and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the US in

2006. [  20-2]

84 18.9 There has also been a shift from the burden of

problems being borne by those affected, to its being handled by

the public in general, or better still, to making the 'polluter-

pay'. [  20-3]

85 18.8 The discovery came through a serendipitous event

known as the raisin incident: Italian scientists were observing a

monkey's brain activity during various physical movements. [

 18-4]

86 18.7 Victorian anthropologists considered women in general

to be spiritually inferior and even described them as "profane,"

whereas men were seen as "sacred. [  19-3]

87 18.6 An internal logic is at work, a selective interpretation of

evidence, a tendency to interpret experience in line with what

people already believe. [  12-7]

88 18.5 These male anthropologists were also quite

comfortable with the male superiority view because it

corresponded closely to their own Victorian biases. [  19-3]

89 18.5 Greek religion as presented in these poetic forms

embodies many tensions and sometimes seems to present

outright contradictions. [  19-2]

90 18.4 This was a "myth" in the sense of "a popular

conception of a person or thing which exaggerates or idealizes

the truth," rather than a completely fictitious story. [  12-2]



91 18.3 Yet the participants' belief that one was an indulgence

— "heaven in a bottle," the label noted — while the other was

a healthier choice had powerful effects on their bodies'

response to the shakes. [  14-3]

92 18.2 To significantly reduce aviation's contribution to global

climate change, radically more efficient aircraft may be

needed. [  20-2]

93 18.2 Increasing urbanization, particularly in the developing

world, complicates the issue of secure and inexpensive food

supplies. [  13-7]

94 18.1 So if we still find those features playing a role in the

lives of modern foragers, we can reasonably project them back

onto the lives of ancient foragers. [  11-10]

95 18.1 In a political debate, you feel that the other side just

doesn't get your point of view, and if they could only see things

with your clarity, they would understand and fall naturally in

line with what you believe. [  12-4]

96 18.0 This problem is accentuated as rural populations see

the standard of living of urban populations rising and wish to

emulate it. [  13-7]

97 17.6 Because gender-role constraints were hard to see, we

attributed men's and women's behavior solely to their innate

dispositions. [  11-5]

98 17.5 When Kemal Atatürk (ata 'father'), the 'father of the

Turks', established the modern republic of Turkey, he was

confronted with the task of modernizing the language. [  13-2]



99 17.5 Our consumption decisions of some environmental

goods may be 'irreversible' and may have a profound impact on

the well-being of future generations. [  11-3]

100 17.5 No, trees of the Pacific Northwest don't have teeth,

but when fish are dragged out of the river and partially eaten

by other animals, the remains are left lying around on the

ground. [  20-1]

101 17.5 More sympathetically, it shows that principles of

justice and fair punishment are as valid within the economy as

anywhere else, and cannot be balanced using money alone. [

13-5]

102 17.5 He reached down, grasped one of the loose stones,

rolled it around in his fingers as he examined it and said, "This

looks like part of a rib from an Edmontosaurus." [  14-2]

103 17.4 This produces an environment where, for those who

are a part of that society, the world can no longer be

successfully navigated with nothing but primary abilities in

one's arsenal. [  14-4]

104 17.4 The influence of online communities has drastically

increased with the ubiquity of digital connectivity afforded by

smartphones. [  15-4]

105 17.4 It turned out that there was no club; it had simply

been a figment of their imagination, conjured up by the

vividness of Melville's narrative. [  18-2]

106 17.3 So steps that the farmer had taken to clear the

mangoes of insects without using carcinogens had ultimately

provided an entree for the pathogen. [  13-6]



107 17.2 Similarly, when asked how long it will take to

complete a project, people typically underestimate the time

because they're too confident in themselves and don't allow for

delays beyond their control. [  12-5]

108 17.2 It is entirely reasonable to suppose that religion,

despite its flaws, has been one of the great humanising

movements of recent European history. [  11-11]

109 17.0 Slight differences in the placement of one's hands

reflect the social position of the other person — the higher the

hands, the higher the position of the person being greeted. [

14-5]

110 17.0 In contrast, people in some societies commonly

embrace or kiss each other's cheek as a form of greeting, even

when involved in a formal business relationship. [  14-5]

111 17.0 As the most valuable agricultural product of the

world's poorest regions, coffee has played a central role in

shaping this divide. [  11-2]

112 16.8 Researchers at Yale University gave study

participants two shakes: one was labeled a high-fat, 620-calorie

"indulgent" shake, the other a low-fat, 130-calorie "sensi-

shake. [  14-3]

113 16.8 One factor that may partially explain the rise of

philosophy among the Greeks may lie in the special

characteristics of Greek religion and mythology. [  19-2]

114 16.7 The treatment was required to meet US standards

barring produce carrying the Mediterranean fruit fly —

standards the Europeans did not impose. [  13-6]



115 16.7 In a warming world, this habitable space moves

either polewards across the landscape, to the North or South, or

up in elevation, with species living higher up mountains than

ever before. [  15-1]

116 16.7 And that's exactly how a philosophical discussion

develops, with all the parties to it advocating their own point of

view (although they can jump ship and switch to the other

side!) [  11-6]

117 16.5 True individual character is vanishing because we

are expected to flexibly redefine ourselves to consistently

changing conditions. [  15-4]

118 16.5 This definition is being revised now by other

researchers because humans have been altering the world for

much longer than the Europeans have been colonizing the

world. [  20-4]

119 16.5 People vote for the leaders of their national

government and their local government, their staff

representatives on the boards of large organizations, and the

leaders of their professional societies. [  12-6]

120 16.4 This was in stark contrast to inductive arguments, as

used by later science, where evidence is gathered as the basis

for framing a theory. [  12-8]

121 16.4 Rather, this industrialized world requires secondary

knowledge, which is typically acquired in a formal educational

setting, like a school. [  14-4]

122 16.4 Its dramatic and sudden arrival in Europe in 1831

threw many into fits of fear; it signaled to some the arrival of a

new plague. [  11-12]

123 16.4 Changes in color placement within a composition

cause shifts in dominance, which can alter the entire feeling or

mood of the picture. [  11-9]



124 16.3 He assumed that the development of new production

processes and a commitment to pollution control would cost

money — a lot of it. [  18-3]

125 16.2 He pointed to the ground beneath us, telling us that

the stones we were standing on were actually bones of a rather

common species of dinosaur, but that his interest lay in only

rare samples. [  14-2]

126 16.2 About twenty years ago, Ray Anderson, the late

CEO of the immensely successful carpet manufacturer,

Interface, had what he described as an epiphany. [  18-3]

127 16.1 In addition to all of the functions your brain

orchestrates, it has the ability to "clean house" to eliminate

connections between brain cells no longer in use. [  14-1]

128 16.0 Or we might tell ourselves that the superior

performer is not really similar enough to be in our reference

group or even that the ability in question is not that important

to us. [  13-1]

129 16.0 An important motivating force in science is the belief

that there are comprehensible, elegant and mathematically

beautiful laws in nature. [  11-11]

130 15.9 Striding about the room, Melville demonstrated the

feats of bravery and the desperate drama of the battle. [  18-2]

131 15.9 It had no vocabulary from modern science and

technology, was written in an unsuitable Arabic orthography,

and was strongly influenced by both Arabic and Persian. [  13-

2]

132 15.7 To extend the carbon metaphor, when we are well

connected, we are more resilient because there is safety and

strength in numbers. [  14-6]



133 15.6 To protect their self-esteem and make themselves

feel better, people sometimes compare themselves with those

who are not as good, a strategy called downward social

comparison. [  13-1]

134 15.6 It is clear from studies on Roman bones that they had

a high body burden of lead, and indeed many of them must

have been suffering from chronic lead poisoning. [  14-8]

135 15.6 In the book Habits of the Heart, Robert Bellah and

his associates explore the dangers of rampant individualism in

our society. [  11-1]

136 15.5 Social infrastructures that promote efficiency tend to

discourage interaction and the formation of strong ties. [  11-8]

137 15.5 Over the years there has been a shift from 'develop

now, and if there is a problem — seek abatement and clean up',

to 'avoid problems if possible'. [  20-3]

138 15.3 They're fully aware that something bad can happen

— in fact, they often have an unrealistically high expectation

that it will happen — but they tell themselves it will happen to

someone else. [  12-5]

139 15.3 In particular, in considering the cooperative foraging

model of human life history, modern data offer a conservative

test. [  11-10]

140 15.2 So a philosopher might put forward "correspondence

to reality" as a criterion for distinguishing a true belief from a

false one. [  11-6]



141 15.2 So a philosopher might put forward "correspondence

to reality" as a criterion for distinguishing a true belief from a

false one. [  11-6]

142 15.2 So Anderson resolved to transform every aspect of

his company's operations, moving to achieve a zero footprint

goal by 2020. [  18-3]

143 15.2 Science can clear away much of the falsehood on the

way, but the ultimate questions of reality call more for acts of

belief than scientific explanation. [  11-4]

144 15.2 For some research workers, natural states are those

that existed before the Europeans turned up and started

clearing land, farming, grazing, and controlling wildfires. [  20-

4]

145 15.2 Anderson wondered what good it would do to leave

his grandchildren great wealth if the price of accumulating that

wealth was an uninhabitable planet. [  18-3]

146 15.1 Aviation experts are urging the more rapid

introduction of more efficient jet engines that burn less fuel. [

 20-2]

147 15.0 Before the Industrial Revolution, formal education

used to be a luxury reserved for specific classes of people. [

14-4]

148 14.9 Stunned, we looked down at what we thought were

merely common rocks, loosely embedded in the weathered

soil. [  14-2]

149 14.899999999999999 The high school freshman who is taller

than average may be recruited for basketball training, for

example, whereas a friend who is better than average at

mathematics and sciences may be recruited for honors classes.
[  14-7]



150 14.899999999999999 For example, if being good at science is

important to you, knowing that someone in your reference

group always scores much higher than you on science tests can

lower your self-esteem. [  13-1]

151 14.8 To reduce the waste of inspection (and checking) in

the office, everyone has to play by a new set of rules — in

essence, a new paradigm. [  13-4]

152 14.8 Survival then depends on whether a particular

species can move, and if so, whether there is a suitable

pathway for the movements to happen. [  15-1]

153 14.7 Unfortunately, cheap food leads to the

impoverishment of rural populations as well as to

environmental degradation. [  13-7]

154 14.5 This effectively cut the Turks off from the Islamic

past and directed their attention toward both their Turkish roots

and their future as Turks in a modern world. [  13-2]

155 14.5 The farmer had adopted the hot water treatment to

avoid employing cancer-causing pesticides to fight off the fruit

flies. [  13-6]

156 14.5 Slavery was often overlooked as an explanation for

slave behavior; the behavior was instead attributed to the

slaves' own nature. [  11-5]

157 14.5 Records from paleoecological studies seem to

indicate that for any given place, over time there are many

alternative, very different "natural" states. [  20-4]



158 14.4 Harvard's Nicholas Christakis says that when you

take a bird's eye view of humans through the prism of social

networks, the picture of both the individual and the group

changes. [  14-6]

159 14.3 Families with high social standing would send their

children to school, while children from families of lower status

would learn what they needed at home or, more rarely, from

tutors. [  14-4]

160 14.2 Through stories like those presented in travel

literature, the Dutch represented themselves by creating a type

of heroic myth. [  12-2]

161 14.2 This is true even for Kant, who is notorious for

arguing that morality depends on reason rather than sentiment.
[  19-1]

162 14.2 The Romans used many highly flavoured herbs and

spices, and it seems that they liked their food to have a highly

complex and strong taste. [  14-8]

163 14.2 Heidegger saw the Dasein (principally the human

"being") as completely immersed in and part of the world that

defines it. [  19-4]

164 14.1 If you're wearing a strong perfume or after-shave

lotion, does he turn his head away when you approach him? [

 12-3]

165 13.9 The colors in a scene can be thought of as the

ingredients that make up the picture; their arrangement and

mixture will determine the final result. [  11-9]

166 13.9 Early anthropologists were mostly men who

necessarily observed male culture and talked to male

informants. [  19-3]



167 13.8 This is because the main effect of climate change is

to shift the area of where any one species can live successfully.
[  15-1]

168 13.8 The 215-passenger plane, still only a concept,

featured a blended wing-body design and efficient engines. [

20-2]

169 13.8 Either way, this fisherman was expressing something

that is incomprehensible from the rationalist perspective of

economics. [  13-5]

170 13.7 Americans expect that when they extend a hand to

another person, that person will grasp it and a brief handshake

will follow. [  14-5]

171 13.6 Turkey provides a good example of very deliberate

language planning designed to achieve certain national

objectives and to do this very quickly. [  13-2]

172 13.6 Carpet making is (or was) a petroleum intensive

industry and his company's environmental footprint was huge.
[  18-3]

173 13.6 And small initial differences between people may get

even larger as situations (such as basketball training sessions

and honors classes) exaggerate them. [  14-7]

174 13.5 Thus, situation and person mutually shape and

choose one another in a continuing cycle. [  14-7]

175 13.5 This "optimism bias" causes people to underestimate

the risk of some types of negative events in their own lives. [

12-5]

176 13.5 A person's race or sex is vivid and gets attention; the

situational forces working on that person are usually less

visible. [  11-5]



177 13.3 She taught them seven ceremonies about personal

purification, marriage, child rearing, and other important

moments in her people's lives. [  18-1]

178 13.2 The impact of climate change on animals and plants

interacts with habitat loss and fragmentation. [  15-1]

179 13.2 In Greek culture, just as in India and China, religion

and poetry existed long before philosophy as a recognizable

activity. [  19-2]

180 13.1 Simply by making small changes in quantity, one of

the ingredients will lose its identity while another becomes

more dominant. [  11-9]

181 13.1 As a young man, I went on a recreational fossil hunt

in the Badlands of Alberta, a famous dinosaur site in Canada.
[  14-2]

182 13.0 You compared notes with your friends and figured

out that a couple were wrong, so you added new audio

recordings to the pictures, correctly identifying the trees. [  13-

3]

183 13.0 This poses a methodological problem, for ancient

and modern foragers are profoundly different. [  11-10]

184 13.0 One of the symptoms of lead poisoning is altered

taste, often with a metallic taste in the mouth. [  14-8]

185 13.0 Finding themselves existentially homeless in the real

world, many have found the experience of community online,

especially in the form of social networks. [  15-4]

186 13.0 "If this is true, then the aims and objectives for

nature reserves are for us to define as we see fit. [  20-4]



187 12.8 Here he was, with more money than he or his heirs

would know what to do with, when he realized that his

company was poisoning the environment. [  18-3]

188 12.8 Almost all major ethical theories in Western

philosophy implicate the emotions in one way or another. [  19-

1]

189 12.8 "For Pariser, the danger is that "you can get stuck in

a static, ever-narrowing version of yourself — an endless you-

loop. [  11-7]

190 12.7 We attribute others' behavior so much to their inner

dispositions that we discount important situational forces. [

11-5]

191 12.6 There is also a risk that licensing and penalties for

infringements will have similar outcomes. [  20-3]

192 12.6 Recently it has become apparent that market prices

for agricultural goods can no longer support rural populations.
[  13-7]

193 12.6 It's a good idea to check out your baby's olfactory

(smelling) responses, since smell and taste are close sensory

cousins. [  12-3]

194 12.6 It was religion, not secular thought, that advanced

the view that nature is founded on a deep rationality. [  11-11]

195 12.6 A state of semi-distractedness seems to permeate

most of our existence within the digital twenty-first century. [

 15-4]

196 12.5 We might read a book about politics because it

interests us, or because understanding politics helps us make

sense of what we see happening around us. [  19-4]



197 12.5 Traditional economics can determine efficient ways

to allocate resources for producing goods and services. [  11-3]

198 12.5 The tectonic fault had created the conditions

allowing life in the desert, but it also had the potential to kill. [

 13-8]

199 12.4 The choice between West Point and Berkeley is only

available to students who performed well in high school and on

college entrance exams. [  14-7]

200 12.4 Some countries, such as Australia, fine citizens who

do not vote, and others simply set up polling places and entreat

people to come. [  12-6]

201 12.4 Ethnocentric European travelers mistakenly

described these women as degraded and passive servants of the

men. [  19-3]

202 12.4 A good recipe is no guarantee of success, but the

secret of a first-rate outcome is often in preparation. [  11-9]

203 12.3 What they believe may or may not be truer than what

we believe; but all of us should not be as tempted to be certain

that we have the truth. [  12-7]

204 12.3 They suggest that if individualism is America's

greatest strength, it may also be its greatest weakness if taken

too far. [  11-1]

205 12.3 It is no accident that modern science took root and

flourished in a basically Christian society. [  11-11]

206 12.3 Every second of every day your brain assesses the

connections between brain cells to determine if they have been

used in a while. [  14-1]



207 12.3 "In this kind of culture, it is difficult to confront

people when their values differ from those of the organization.
[  11-1]

208 12.2 This is one of the reasons why the trees of the

coastal regions of the Pacific Northwest get so big. [  20-1]

209 12.2 Think, for example, of the time and effort expended

by the people performing the inspections and the number of

inspection reports that they generate. [  13-4]

210 12.2 They may also sometimes engage in upward social

comparison, in which they compare themselves with people

who are doing much better than they are. [  13-1]

211 12.2 There are inevitably times when people care more

about justice being visited upon the overprivileged and

powerful than about becoming better off themselves. [  13-5]

212 12.2 In addition to respect, Kant claims that moral

judgments are accompanied by moral feelings. [  19-1]

213 12.2 In 2005, this same Italian team found that when

people listened to stories about other people doing something,

the listeners' brains fired as if they themselves were actually

doing what was described in the stories. [  18-4]

214 12.1 It was possible to use the new script almost

immediately in steps taken to increase the amount of literacy in

the country. [  13-2]

215 12.1 If you have an activity where the results are nearly

all skill, you don't need a large sample to draw reasonable

conclusions. [  15-2]

216 12.0 When self-interest asserts itself at the expense of the

broader community, then it becomes a problem. [  11-1]



217 12.0 Certainly from the earliest period, we see Greek

philosophers questioning and correcting the religious traditions

handed down to them. [  19-2]

218 11.9 In a game of poker, a lucky amateur may beat a pro

in a few hands but the pro's edge would become clear as they

played more hands. [  15-2]

219 11.9 For example, while burning fossil fuels and polluting

the environment today, we may be creating problems for future

generations for years or forever. [  11-3]

220 11.8 As the monkey watched him, the monkey's brain

fired in exactly the same way as if the monkey himself had

picked up and eaten the raisin. [  18-4]

221 11.8 After several unsuccessful hours, near giving up, we

met a fellow bone-hunter and inquired about his luck. [  14-2]

222 11.7 They would be shocked if they held out their hand

and the other person grabbed it and spit on it or wouldn't let go.
[  14-5]

223 11.7 Therefore, when it comes to carbon atoms, the whole

is greater than the sum of its parts. [  14-6]

224 11.7 After he had gone, Mrs. Hawthorne thought she

remembered that he had left empty-handed, and wondered,

"Where is that club with which Mr. Melville was laying about

him so?" [  18-2]

225 11.6 at the same time that they are committed to jointly

figuring out the correct answer to the question. [  11-6]

226 11.5 A major shift from 'science' to 'research' is identified

in the production of scientific knowledge. [  12-1]



227 11.4 But, even those authors who deny that emotions are

essential usually find a place for them in moral psychology. [

19-1]

228 11.3 In 1999, 78 people in 13 US states became ill from a

common strain of Salmonella enterica; 15 patients were

hospitalized and two died. [  13-6]

229 11.2 A lot of their food was quite acid and therefore

dissolved the lead. [  14-8]

230 11.1 While this transition took a century or more in

developed countries, it is happening much faster in many

developing countries. [  13-7]

231 11.1 Since only 10 percent of the population was literate,

there was no mass objection to the changes. [  13-2]

232 11.1 Instead, he developed a phenomenological view, in

which our understanding of things is always in relation to

ourselves. [  19-4]

233 11.0 The choleraphobia will frighten to death a far greater

number of Britons than the monster itself will ever destroy by

his actual presence." [  11-12]

234 11.0 Just as people do not stand idly by and let random

situations happen to them, so social situations do not let every

person enter them. [  14-7]

235 11.0 It's a matter of opinion how far scientific models

alone provide a full and satisfactory explanation. [  11-4]

236 11.0 As Pariser argues, "By definition, a world

constructed from the familiar is a world in which there's

nothing to learn. [  11-7]



237 10.9 This thinking leads to a personal and situational view

of ethics, namely, "what I do is my own business. [  11-1]

238 10.8 The shake contents were the same, but participants'

beliefs changed their appetite-regulation hormones. [  14-3]

239 10.8 Norms like these make it easier to "live with others"

in a relatively harmonious way. [  14-5]

240 10.8 Mr. Hawthorne maintained that he must have taken it

with him, and indeed a search of the room revealed nothing. [

 18-2]

241 10.7 You may notice that certain smells make it harder for

your baby to calm down and enter into a state of shared

attention with you. [  12-3]

242 10.7 We are not shut off from the world in an enclosed

mind — which Heidegger calls the "cabinet of consciousness".
[  19-4]

243 10.7 Leaving her pipe, named by her people as the White

Buffalo Calf Pipe, she asked them to take care of it until her

return. [  18-1]

244 10.7 In the case of many environmental goods, allocation

of resources over a long period is critical. [  11-3]

245 10.7 In favorable cases, we can correct for the differences

between ancient and modern foraging worlds. [  11-10]

246 10.7 In explaining others' actions, we frequently commit

the fundamental attribution error. [  11-5]

247 10.6 A hearty handshake in those societies may be

interpreted as an insult. [  14-5]

248 10.5 To avoid high food prices and urban unrest, most

governments subsidize food prices. [  13-7]



249 10.5 The performance of individuals in your reference

groups can affect your self-esteem. [  13-1]

250 10.5 One of the reasons for this might involve, but not

overcome, a food safety issue. [  14-8]

251 10.5 He rejected the idea that there is an external world

separate from a conscious observer. [  19-4]

252 10.5 Elections are an important part of political systems

in many countries, both for governments and for many groups

within and between countries. [  12-6]

253 10.4 In 1831, as cholera made its way through Russia, the

anxious English awaited its arrival. [  11-12]

254 10.4 Discussions about scientific models often provoke

deeper questions about why the universe is in the condition it is

in. [  11-4]

255 10.3 This discovery is considered one of the biggest

neuroscientific breakthroughs in recent times. [  18-4]

256 10.3 It is time that often plays a crucial and defining role

in environmental economics. [  11-3]

257 10.3 "If they can get off with just paying the money —

well, they've got plenty of money, they are not really going to

learn a lesson. [  13-5]

258 10.2 Similarly, understanding the individual self only

really makes sense in terms of the groups to which they are

connected. [  14-6]

259 10.2 It is also more just that bystanders, consumers or

workers should not pay for developers' mistakes. [  20-3]



260 10.2 Carried by a cloud, she brought for the Sioux people

a sacred bundle containing a pipe. [  18-1]

261 10.1 Each autumn millions of salmon swim from the

Pacific Ocean and head for the west coast of North America in

search of a river mouth. [  20-1]

262 10.0 In Thailand, people greet each other by placing the

palms of their hands together in front of their bodies and

slightly bowing their heads. [  14-5]

263 10.0 Fear of cholera was at times out of proportion to the

actual threat. [  11-12]

264 10.0 Although medieval thinkers were logical, they used

deductive logic. [  12-8]

265 9.9 Some people fled, just as they had during plague

epidemics; others stayed. [  11-12]

266 9.8 Science is the art of measuring and of developing

models to produce predictions. [  11-4]

267 9.8 It did not have to be that way — unless there is a

supremely rational creator. [  11-11]

268 9.8 In a post-industrial society, however, the average

family can no longer be self-sufficient. [  14-4]

269 9.8 After the four days, the young woman, now known

to her people as White Buffalo Calf Woman, returned to the

sky. [  18-1]

270 9.7 You had to take pictures of six different kinds of

leaves/needles from trees and identify them. [  13-3]

271 9.7 We're all prone to overestimate our abilities as well

as our power to control our destiny. [  12-5]



272 9.7 Two cooks can start off with the same ingredients yet

each produce a completed dish that tastes quite different from

the other. [  11-9]

273 9.7 The error occurs partly because our attention focuses

on the person, not on the situation. [  11-5]

274 9.7 Now that a clearer idea of what to look for emerged,

our hunting improved measurably. [  14-2]

275 9.7 And yet the earthquake seemed to target the village

with unusual precision. [  13-8]

276 9.6 In the late 1920s Atatürk deliberately adopted the

Roman script for his new modern Turkish. [  13-2]

277 9.6 In 1783, Goethe wrote, "Nature is ever shaping new

forms: what is, has never yet been; what has been, comes not

again. [  20-4]

278 9.5 Think, for example, about the contrast between a

village where everyone gets their water from the same well and

a city where everyone gets their water from faucets in their

private homes. [  11-8]

279 9.5 There, roots from the great trees draw the nutrients

upward, nourishing the trees. [  20-1]

280 9.5 Norms make our interactions with others reasonably

predictable. [  14-5]

281 9.5 In some of these theories, emotions are essential to

morality, and in others they are not. [  19-1]

282 9.5 In 1994 the small desert village of Sefidabeh in

southeastern Iran was utterly destroyed by an earthquake. [  13-

8]

283 9.5 If forced to pay for errors, the polluter is, hopefully,

less likely to cause problems. [  20-3]



284 9.5 After they decay, nutrients are absorbed into the soil

of the forest floor. [  20-1]

285 9.4 Generally, the inspection process exists only because

of a fear of mistakes made during the work process. [  13-4]

286 9.3 These reports must be read, responded to or acted

upon, and then filed or stored, creating more waste. [  13-4]

287 9.2 One of the researchers standing near the monkey

picked up a raisin and popped it into his mouth. [  18-4]

288 9.2 It is not because the jumper is made of twisted yarn

and is a few millimeters thick. [  19-4]

289 9.2 It is difficult to find a philosopher who does not think

emotions are important to morality. [  19-1]

290 9.2 "Being there" means that "there" — our context — is

the defining aspect of "being". [  19-4]

291 9.0 They discovered that, surprisingly, no Europeans

who had consumed mangoes from the same farm were

affected. [  13-6]

292 9.0 At the end of their senior year, the differences

between the students are likely to be much greater than they

were originally. [  14-7]

293 8.9 Inspections reveal defects only after they have

already occurred. [  13-4]

294 8.9 For example, if you put on a jumper, it is because the

jumper will keep you warm, or you think it will look good on

you. [  19-4]



295 8.8 They also tend to produce more NOx because they

burn fuel at higher temperatures and pressures. [  20-2]

296 8.8 The place of women in aboriginal culture has been

interpreted in many different ways. [  19-3]

297 8.8 Over two thousand years ago, out of the skies in the

sacred Black Hills of the Sioux came a young woman. [  18-1]

298 8.7 Salmon don't swim upstream on just any river —

they return to the same place where they were born. [  20-1]

299 8.6 It turns out that Sefidabeh had been built right on top

of a thrust fault lying far underground. [  13-8]

300 8.6 In thinking about ancient foragers, modern models

loom large. [  11-10]

301 8.5 This begins with an understanding that defects are

caused by the way work is performed. [  13-4]

302 8.5 It is now generally accepted that there is no default

setting for how the world should look. [  20-4]

303 8.5 A world-class sprinter will beat an amateur every

time, and it doesn't take a long time to figure that out. [  15-2]

304 8.4 This would reduce direct air pollution released per

passenger mile. [  20-2]

305 8.4 So each side believes it understands the other side

better than the other side understands both its opponents and

itself. [  12-4]

306 8.4 Similarly, if we harvest all prawns today, the supply

will be gone forever. [  11-3]



307 8.3 Their desire for highly spiced food, for whatever

reason, had a good knock-on effect. [  14-8]

308 8.3 Mirror neurons were first discovered by a group of

researchers at the University of Parma in Italy in 1996. [  18-4]

309 8.2 Newspapers, pamphlets, and rumor spread fear of the

disease. [  11-12]

310 8.1 The inspection process itself does not add value; in

fact, it becomes another form of waste. [  13-4]

311 8.1 Despite these differences, we can use modern data to

answer important questions about ancient lives. [  11-10]

312 8.0 Heidegger used the term Dasein — "being there" —

for the being that exists. [  19-4]

313 7.9 Until recently, the same was true of how we

explained the perceived differences between women and men.
[  11-5]

314 7.9 This happens because the area where the mean

temperature is 15'C, for example, shifts in these directions

under global warming. [  15-1]

315 7.9 By contrast, you believe you totally get their point of

view and you reject it. [  12-4]

316 7.8 You don't need to hear them elaborate on it because

you already know it better than they do. [  12-4]

317 7.8 The Romans used lead to line many of their cooking

and storage vessels. [  14-8]

318 7.8 Simply watching the movement triggered the same

brain activity as the actual event. [  18-4]



319 7.8 Our beliefs about food affect not only the choices we

make, but also our biology. [  14-3]

320 7.6 Until this day, her people, waiting her return, have

kept the White Buffalo Calf Pipe. [  18-1]

321 7.6 My friend and I wandered around the barren lands

looking for dinosaur bones. [  14-2]

322 7.6 If they haven't, it dismantles them to make room for

new connections. [  14-1]

323 7.5 There was little need for the average person to learn

anything but what it took to run their own homes. [  14-4]

324 7.4 Such designs, if successful, will also reduce noise

pollution from aviation. [  20-2]

325 7.4 Once people believe in one, they will find it difficult

to accept evidence that challenges it. [  12-7]

326 7.4 "Viewed unkindly, this is a demand for vengeance. [

 13-5]

327 7.3 According to this shift, knowledge becomes less final

and more open to change. [  12-1]

328 7.1 Kepler studied the heavens believing that they

manifested the wisdom and beauty of God. [  11-11]

329 7.1 Back in class the teacher shows pictures the students

have taken and the class has to guess the species. [  13-3]

330 7.0 Investigators traced the mangoes back to a farm in

Brazil. [  13-6]



331 7.0 But he was willing to sacrifice the bottom line to

achieve a social good. [  18-3]

332 6.9 They are a lens through which the remains of ancient

lives have been interpreted. [  11-10]

333 6.9 The teacher was giving out hints and information as

the class walked through the forest. [  13-3]

334 6.8 They view the individual as the sole judge of what is

right and what is wrong. [  11-1]

335 6.8 They are usually a part of a social world that sees

reality differently from us. [  12-7]

336 6.7 Moreover, this new form of waste is often

multilayered. [  13-4]

337 6.7 If they are in use, it strengthens these connections for

future use. [  14-1]

338 6.6 He draws the analogy with graphite and diamonds. [

 14-6]

339 6.6 Copernicus was a canon of the Catholic Church. [

11-11]

340 6.5 We see it in terms of a tool, or satisfying a need. [

19-4]

341 6.5 It would be during this time she would come back to

purify the world. [  18-1]

342 6.4 Cooking teaches that a successful meal involves

more than reading a recipe. [  11-9]

343 6.3 The cook must constantly sample, taste, and make

adjustments. [  11-9]

344 6.3 In other words, they started with principles and

theories (e.g. [  12-8]



345 6.2 Learning to work with color has many similarities

with learning how to cook. [  11-9]

346 6.2 If work is performed correctly, inspections are not

needed. [  13-4]

347 6.1 Whatever was needed could be produced at home, or

traded for with other families. [  14-4]

348 5.9 Why is there a gravitational pull between objects? [

 11-4]

349 5.6 To those who know this ancient story, it was the

miracle they were waiting for. [  18-1]

350 5.4 For many situations, a person needs certain

characteristics to enter. [  14-7]

351 5.3 The next time they saw him, they asked him what

had happened to the club. [  18-2]

352 5.3 No separation between consciousness and

environment is possible. [  19-4]

353 5.3 Many people are uncomfortable about sharing their

values. [  11-1]

354 5.3 Audio is played back to indicate the correct answer.
[  13-3]

355 5.2 They must not understand; because if they did, they

wouldn't think the things they think. [  12-4]

356 5.2 Furthermore, some human-induced changes are

impossible to change. [  20-4]

357 5.2 But for one shrimp producer from Grand Isle,

Louisiana, this wasn't what he wanted. [  13-5]

358 5.0 Why do we have the particles we have and not

others? [  11-4]



359 4.9 In these cases, the children would be taught those

things that the family needed. [  14-4]

360 4.7 You recorded what you thought you were seeing as

you took the pictures. [  13-3]

361 4.6 Imagine you have just returned from a seventh-grade

field trip. [  13-3]

362 4.1 She told them to watch for the birth of a white

buffalo. [  18-1]

363 4.0 It completely changes our understanding of how the

brain works. [  18-4]

364 4.0 How would her people know when she would come

back, they asked. [  18-1]

365 4.0 "In the end, "the user has become the content." [  11-

7]

366 3.7 We may tell ourselves, "If they can do it, so can I!" [

 13-1]

367 3.7 The young woman stayed with her people for four

days. [  18-1]

368 3.3 That's a lot like what your brain can do. [  14-1]

369 3.0 In Wisconsin, in 1994, a baby white buffalo was

born. [  18-1]

370 2.8 "I want my day in court," he said. [  13-5]


